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Before we get into this fun project I want you to sit back and think of how much
FUN this project is to bring a smile to someone on his or her special day! If you are
anything like me…we really do not need anything but there is just something so
special when someone does take the extra time to make your day!

Hands down…this will do it!

I also want you to think out of that little box (that we tend to get ourselves into)
and think of different stamps…different DSP’s…and really – just different
occasions that you could whip up something to give…again, to make
someone’s day!
Lets face it…we are paper crafters and we just love to get inky and we love to
create! I hope that this is exactly what you will do…remember, what we do,
DOES make a difference! Have fun!!!
REMEMBER…it is entirely up to you IF you wish to use the Widow Sheets and
cut/score a wrapper to go around your box of Nuggets. TIME is the only thing
that would hold me back as I do think that this project makes a big difference
when you add this!

Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:
•

Stamp: Birthday Cheer Bundle - Occasions Catalog page #17 (#150576),
Itty Bitty Birthday Sayings #148618

•

Inks: Melon Mambo

•

DSP& Cardstock: Thick Whisper White Cardstock (#140272), How Sweet It
Is DSP (#148568) Occasions Catalog page 15, Gorgeous Grape, Melon
Mambo, Highland Heather and Daffodil Delight, Window Sheets (#142314)

•

Accessories: Gorgeous Grape Mini Striped Ribbon (#146940), Bermuda
Bay Mini Striped Ribbon (#146939)

•

Tools: Stampin’ Trimmer (#126889), Big Shot (#143263), Simply Scored
(#122334), Bone Folder (#102300), Stamp-A-Ma-Jig (#101049), Paper
Piercing Tool(#126189)

•

Adhesives: Tear & Tape (#138995), Multipurpose Glue (aka – GREEN GLUE
#110755), Mini Glue Dots (#103683)

•

Miscellaneous: I filled these sweet bags with Duncan Hines “Perfect for 1”
Confetti Cake, balloons, candles, a party horn and some covered
Hershey Nuggets with the coordinating DSP

Instructions:

Start with a piece of cardstock measuring 7 ¾” X 3 ½”
On the short side score at 1 ¼” and 2 ¼” and use the bone folder, SUPER WELL!
On the long side score at 1 ¼” and 6 ½ and use the bone folder, SUPER WELL!
Notch in the sides as shown (this makes a big difference when making 3D
projects. Place Tear-n-Tape as shown….always use a super strong adhesive!

Fold in and create the box.
Let’s make the die cut piece. I like using the Thick Whisper White as it is study and
does the job! I just used a piece that is 2 ½” X 6” and ran it through to cut the
diecut.
Using the cupcake die in this collection - cut 1 of each color to mix and match
to go BEHIND the cut out cupcake die. I personally like using the spray Elmers
Glue to adhere delicate dies like this is….(if you use a deep box and a quick
press – the residue of the spray adhesive is not bad and the fumes are minimal)

BELOW IS THE SCOOP IF YOU ARE USING THE WINDOW SHEETS – I truly like to use
them as it makes it super polished and complete!
I will warn you…you need to give it s good score with the simply scored and a
GREAT SCORE with the Bone Folder to get a good crease…..but if you do – it
comes together like a charm!

You can see the placement of the adhesive and if you just tip it over, peel off the
release paper – you are GOOD TO GO!

The magical equation for wrapping a Hershey Nugget is just a 1” X 3” piece of DSP!!!
That is it – and trust me, if you surf the internet there are SOOOOO many things
that you can so with these chocolate yummies!

To make this project, it will use (8) Nuggets and this would sit up perfectly on a
desk! John has asked me to make some extras so he can take to the office…..(how can
I say no – I won’t as I am thrilled that is wants them!!!!)
Using any ribbon is totally optional – If you are anything like me…then you have
TONS OF RIBBON….so I say – WHY NOT…..use it up as it can only add more fun to
this project!

You can see from the photos on my blog that you can make the placement of the
ribbon to your style!
Please feel free to reach out to me if you have any questions about this fun project!
Do you have a favorite Nuggget? Mine is the Dark Chocolate…..so I try to wrap them
1st with the DSP…..so there is less for me to eat!
Have fun makings these…..as we all know it is just the BEST to make someone’s day
and make someone SMILE!!!!

